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3 year-olds respect locality constraints on movement 
Mina Hirzel 

Introduction 
Island constraints are locality constraints on A-bar movement (Ross, 1967). A-bar relations hold across 
clause boundaries: in (1), which bear is pronounced at the front of the main clause, but interpreted as 
the direct object in the embedded clause. In the same way, A-bar relations may hold across multiple 
clause boundaries: (2) shows the same relation in (1), but stretched across two clause boundaries. 
Intermediate syntactic positions (e.g., [spec,CP]) are required for movement across clause boundaries 
(1) and (2), and by hypothesis are a part of the movement relation (Chomsky, 1973). The distribution of 
A-bar movement is syntactically restricted. When which bear is related to a position in an embedded 
sentence which is contained by an NP, as in (3), the resulting wh- question is nearly impossible for 
speakers to interpret.  

1. Which bear1 did Tyler claim t1 that Mariam hugged t1 ? 
2. Which bear1 did Anouk think t1 that Tyler claimed t1 that Mariam hugged t1 ? 
3. *Which bear1 did Tyler repeat the claim that Mariam hugged t1 ? 

Ross observed these kinds of grammatical restrictions on A-bar movement, which he metaphorically 
called island constraints (Ross, 1967). (3) is ungrammatical because it violates the complex-NP 
constraint, an island violation. Island violations are repaired by sluicing (Ross, 1969): (4) is degraded 
compared to its acceptable sluiced counterpart in (5)), which I take as a diagnostic for islandhood (Ross 
1969, Chomsky 1972, Lasnik 2001b, Yoshida and Rottman 2003, Mendes 2020).  

4. *I don’t know which bear Tyler repeated the claim that Mariam hugged. 
5. Tyler repeated the claim that Mariam hugged a bear, but I don’t know which bear. 

Even though island constraints refer to complex syntactic relations which rarely manifest in speech to 
children, empirical research shows that by 4 years-old, children have acquired knowledge of these kinds 
of locality constraints (de Villiers et al., 1990, Goodluck et al., 1990, de Villiers & Roeper, 1994; 1995; 
1995, Fetters & Lidz, 2016). To account for the fact that children manage to acquire such intricate 
linguistic knowledge from relatively simple data, linguists have proposed that knowledge of locality 
restrictions on A-bar movement is innate (e.g., Universal Grammar) (Chomsky 1965, Chomsky 1980, 
Berwick et al., 2011). 

But, this theoretical commitment isn’t an explanation of how these constraints are acquired. To acquire 
language, children must successfully identify how the syntactic representations built by their developing 
grammar are realized in their linguistic input (Lidz & Gagliardi, 2015). Children who demonstrate 
knowledge of locality restrictions on A-bar movement could only do so after making particular syntactic 
discoveries about her grammar. This knowledge is grammar specific, and its relevance to locality 
restrictions on movement furthermore depends on the nature of the particular restriction in question. 
At a minimum, children must be able to identify A-bar movement in the sentences they hear before they 
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could demonstrate sensitivity to locality constraints on movement. 

Focusing on this minimal component, we can ask: how do children develop (a) knowledge of A-bar 
movement and (b) knowledge of locality constraints on A-bar movement? One proposal is that (a) and 
(b) are inseparable: upon acquiring (a), children acquire (b). Another proposal is that children acquire 
(a), and then learn specific properties of (b) from the wh- argument questions that they hear (Pearl & 
Sprouse, 2013). These proposals make different predictions about when knowledge of island constraints 
will emerge in development. The role of the input in the first proposal is very small, so even very 
inexperienced learners (infants) will respect locality constraints. In the second proposal, properties of 
wh- argument questions in the input allow learners to determine which domains are islands in their 
language, so there should exist children who have acquired wh- movement, but who have imperfect 
knowledge of locality constraints. In other words, there should be a developmental delay between when 
children have acquired knowledge of wh- movement and when they’ve acquired knowledge of island 
constraints. As it stands, current research on the acquisition of island constraints reflects exactly such a 
gap: infants acquire knowledge that the wh- phrase in wh- object questions is interpreted in a different 
position than it’s pronounced before age 2 (Perkins 2019), but children have not been shown to acquire 
island constraints until age 4 (de Villiers et al., 1990, Goodluck et al., 1992, de Villiers & Roeper, 1994; 
1995; 1995, Fetters & Lidz, 2016). Here, I argue that this empirical gap doesn’t actually reflect a learning 
stage in which children don’t respect island constraints. Instead, it reflects a lack of information: 3 year-
olds simply haven’t been tested. 

I use a question-after-story task to show that 3 year-olds have acquired knowledge of locality 
constraints. A developmental stage where children haven’t yet acquired these constraints, if it exists, 
must fit within the age range 18 months to 3 years-old. In this case, establishing when children have 
acquired knowledge of locality constraints provides insight in a debate on how children acquire this 
knowledge.  

Acquisition Literature 
Children have acquired knowledge that wh- object questions are formed by syntactic displacement 
around 18 months-old – years earlier than they have been shown to respect locality constraints. It’s 
unclear whether this empirical delay (visualized in Figure 1) represents a learning stage at which children 
have immature knowledge of locality constraints, or simply reflects a lack of information about the 
syntactic knowledge of children between the ages of 2 and 4 years-old. 
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Figure 1. Developmental timeline of the acquisition of wh- questions (highlighted in gray) and the acquisition of 
constraints on wh- movement (highlighted in black). Numbers represent the age (in years) at which knowledge has 
been acquired. 

In this section, I summarize research on the knowledge of wh- movement in infancy, which is pre-
requisite knowledge for acquiring locality constraints in a particular learning proposal for islands (Pearl 
& Sprouse, 2013). I also review empirical evidence for the acquisition of constraints on wh- movement. I 
will argue that most of these introduce difficulties for children by forcing them to imagine the possible 
answers to the test question, instead of providing possible answers explicitly, making the use of a wh- 
question awkward in the context of the experiment, since there’s only 1 possible answer. This problem 
is coupled with a lack of appropriate syntactic controls, which are needed to eliminate alternative 
explanations for children’s behavior, ultimately making it difficult to conclude that children’s behavior is 
solely driven by knowledge of syntax. By explicitly providing other possible answers in the story and 
using an appropriate syntactic control condition, the current experiment develops a valid question-after-
story task adapted for very young learners. This study is a first step toward probing for a developmental 
stage at which children haven’t acquired knowledge of constraints on wh- movement, which is predicted 
by learning proposals for islands, but not by innate proposals. 

Acquisition of wh- movement 
Natural production studies reveal that infants begin producing wh- questions around 19 months-old 
(Stromswold, 1995), so it’s likely that syntactic knowledge of wh- questions is acquired earlier. Listening 
studies suggest that it’s possible that infants acquire this knowledge between 17 and 18 months, at the 
earliest. 18 month-olds prefer to listen to grammatical wh-object questions like (4a) over ungrammatical 
wh-object questions like (4b), in which the direct object has been pronounced twice: in both its moved 
and base positions (Perkins 2019). 

6. (a) Hey, a monkey! Which bear should the lion hug _ ? 
(b)*Hey, a monkey! Which bear should the lion hug him? 

Critically, 18 month-old infants show the opposite listening preference pattern for declaratives (5): they 
prefer to listen to transitive verbs used in transitive frames (5a) over transitive verbs used in intransitive 
frames (5b).  
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7.  
(a) Hey, a monkey! The lion should hug him. 
(b) *Hey, a monkey! The lion should hug _. 

Perkins takes this behavior as evidence that 18 month-olds recognize that the fronted wh-phrase is 
structurally dependent on the verb, because infants prefer to listen to grammatical sentences over 
sentences which contain argument structure violations – even when those argument structure violations 
are distorted by syntactic transformations. Although the exact nature of their syntactic representation 
of wh- questions is unclear, it is clear that they recognize that the wh-phrase stands in some syntactic 
relation with the verb. Since 15-16 month-olds fail to show this preference pattern, this knowledge must 
be acquired sometime around 17-18 months-old (Perkins, 2019). 

Comprehension studies show evidence for the acquisition of wh- movement by testing comprehension 
of wh- questions and relative clauses at 20 months (Gagliardi et al., 2017), corroborating the findings 
from listening studies. Infants are familiarized to short videos designed to pragmatically support the use 
of these constructions. For example, infants might witness an event in which an orange cat bumps into a 
dog, who then bumps into a black cat. Then, an image of each cat is presented simultaneously to the 
infant, one on either side of the screen. Infants hear a request with either an object relative clause (6) or 
a subject relative clause (7). 

8. Find the cat which the dog bumped. 
9. Find the cat which bumped the dog. 

Infant looking patterns indicate how they interpret these requests. Infants who can assign the correct 
interpretation to object relative clauses (6) will know that this request is about the black cat, because 
the black cat was a patient of a bumping which had the dog as the agent. Thus, they should look more 
toward the black cat at test. Likewise, infants should look toward the orange cat at test if they can assign 
the correct interpretation to subject relative clauses like (7), because the orange cat was an agent of a 
bumping which had the dog as the patient. To succeed in this task, infants must use the syntactic 
structure to assign the right thematic relation to each argument. When infants get a clear signal for wh- 
movement (e.g., …which the dog bumped, but not …that the dog bumped), they succeed at this task, 
suggesting they can assign the correct thematic relation to an argument which has been displaced by 
wh- movement. 

17 to 18 months, then, is the earliest age at which infants might have identified A-bar movement in their 
language. The hypothesis that knowledge of island constraints is a consequence of how A-bar 
movement is represented predicts that 18 month-olds respect constraints on A-bar movement. To 
empirically probe for this knowledge, these infants must also have the ability to interpret the syntax of 
the kinds of sentences required to reveal knowledge of locality constraints. Learning proposals for 
islands predict that 18 month-olds will have immature knowledge of island constraints because they 
haven’t yet acquired knowledge of which structures are islands in their language. In the next section, I 
will explain a particular learning proposal (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013) in detail, and discuss its empirical 
implications. 
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Learning islands (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013) 
Pearl & Sprouse, (2013) develops a learning model that learns which structures are islands from the 
distribution of wh- movement (e.g., the extraction pathways) in wh- argument questions. The model 
begins with the assumption that wh- movement is constrained (e.g., Universal Grammar), but learns 
how it’s constrained (e.g., which structures are islands) instead of specifying the bounding nodes (e.g., 
NP and IP) innately (Chomsky 1973). The unboundedness of wh- movement presents a challenge for 
such a learner: although extractions out of islands won’t occur at all in the input, grammatical long-
distance extractions are also highly infrequent in speech to children. Yet, the model succeeds at learning 
that if adjuncts, subjects, CPwhether complements and complex-NPs are islands for extraction, and that 
CPthat and CPnull complements aren’t islands. 

The model’s performance is evaluated against the acceptability judgment patterns of adult speakers, 
controlling for the length of the dependency (i.e., whether the gap is in the matrix or the embedded 
clause) and the presence of an island (i.e., whether the gap is contained by an island or not) (Sprouse, 
Wagers & Phillips, 2012a). Just as adult speakers judge island-violations to be more unacceptable than 
their grammatical counterparts, the model learns that island-violations are less probable than their 
grammatical counterparts. The model produces the same pattern that adult speakers do in controlled 
acceptability judgment tasks: the sentence containing the island violation is worse (for adult speakers, 
this means less acceptable, and for the model, this means less probable), even when the syntactic 
complexity is controlled for. 

The magic is in how the model calculates the probability of each extraction path. For example, every wh- 
object question (e.g., What did Jad eat _ ?) will contain an end-TP-VP and TP-VP-start sequence in its 
extraction pathway, which boosts the probability of observing these sequences (.4 and .42, 
respectively)1. A sequence is a sliding set of three phrases which contain the gap, but not the extracted 
wh-phrase. The probability of each extraction path is calculated by multiplying the probabilities of each 
sequence (e.g., .42*.4= 0.168) and these probabilities are reported as log probabilities (e.g., (log(0.168)= 
-.77) to make them easier to compare. Log probabilities closer to zero are more probable, as 
demonstrated by this simple wh- object question example. 

At the other extreme, extractions from islands will have multiple sequences with extremely low 
probabilities. Extractions from subject and complex-NP islands will have multiple sequences containing 
NP, while extractions from whether islands and if adjuncts will have multiple sequences containing 
whether and if – all of which cause the probability of the entire extraction pathway to plummet. 
Extraction pathways which contain multiple CPthat or CPnull complements (i.e., long-distance argument 
questions) will be somewhere in the middle, because the sequences of nested clause structure in these 
derivations isn’t entirely absent from the input. The model learns that long-distance wh- movement is 
more probable than extraction from Subject, complex-NP, whether and if adjunct islands – even when 

                                                           
1 Monoclausal wh- object questions make up over 90% of all wh- argument questions children hear, so these 
sequences will be the most probable (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013). 
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the grammatical extraction path contains more structure2. This is because sequences containing NP, 
whether, and if are so infrequent.3 

Pearl & Sprouse (2013) argues that their model has learned islands because it generates a probability 
pattern which imitates the acceptability judgement patterns of adult speakers (Table 1, adapted from 
Table 3 in Pearl & Sprouse, (2013)). The model learns that Island-Spanning Dependencies have lower log 
probabilities relative to the Grammatical Dependencies. 

   Child-
Directed 
Speech 

Grammatical 
Dependencies 

Structure Example  

Matrix Subject TP Who _ ate the peanuts? -1.21 
Embedded Subject TP-VP-CPnull-TP Who did Paulina suspect _ ate the peanuts? -7.89 
Embedded Object TP-VP-CPthat-TP-VP What did Paulina suspect that Jad ate _ ? -13.84 
Island-Spanning 
Dependencies 

   

Complex NP TP-VP-NP-CPthat-TP-VP *What did Paulina repeat [the claim that Jad ate _ ]? -19.81 
Subject TP-VP-CPnull-TP-NP-PP *What did Paulina suspect [the boy with _ ] ate the 

peanuts? 
-20.17 

whether TP-VP-CPwhether-TP-VP *What did Paulina wonder [whether Jad ate _ ]? -18.54 
Adjunct (if) TP-VP-CPif-TP-VP *What did Paulina didn’t notice [if Jad ate _ ]? -18.54 

Table 1. Log probabilities calculated for each island, taken directly from Table 3 (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013, page 43). 

Pearl & Sprouse, (2013) discuss the many ways in which their model abstracts away from the reality of a 
child acquiring her language. Here, I focus on sharpening the empirical predictions made by their 
hypothesis. Pearl & Sprouse, (2013) take the empirical gap to indicate a developmental delay: a period 
during which children have immature knowledge of island constraints. They estimate that children use 
these 2-3 years to adjust their probability estimates for extraction paths: 

We based the current learning period on empirical data from Hart & Risley (1995), who found 
that children are exposed to approximately 1 million utterances between birth and 3 years of 
age. Assuming that syntactic islands are acquired within a three-year period (perhaps between 
the ages of 2 and 5 years old; see Goodluck, Foley & Sedivy 1992; De Villiers & Roeper 1995; De 
Villiers et al. 2008; and Roeper & de Villiers 2011), we can use the composition of the annotated 
corpora to estimate the number of wh-dependencies that would occur in those one million 
utterances. (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013, page 41). 

                                                           
2 Calculating the probability of the extraction path by multiplying the probabilities of its sequences guarantees that 
as the extraction distance increases, the probability will decrease, to some extent. Because the model tracks which 
sequences contribute extremely low probabilities, it can in principle recover and value their contribution in a 
different way than the contribution of the extraction length (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013). 
3 The model must track lexical information to learn that whether and if adjuncts are islands, but that CPthat and 
CPnull complements aren’t. It’s not clear how successful the model would be if tested on other wh- islands, or other 
adjuncts. 
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Their model abstracts away from development over time, collapsing 2-3 years-worth of observations 
into a single dataset. What happens when we consider the effects of development on syntactic 
knowledge? Their model doesn’t specify everything about the learner’s approach, leaving open the 
possibility that 18 month-olds have highly conservative grammars: every sequence is an island, until the 
infant observes it in an extraction pathway.4 Some sequences, (e.g., start-TP-VP or TP-VP-end) will 
quickly accrue high probabilities, and young infants will recognize that these structures aren’t islands. 
But, less frequent extraction paths will remain ‘islands’ for longer. 

For a conservative learner, unboundedness and island constraints are both properties of wh- movement 
which are learned, and the best predictor for knowledge of islands is the input frequency. And, 
immature knowledge of islands doesn’t present itself in the form of a grammar which over-generates 
sentences containing island violations. Instead, knowledge of islands develops from a highly 
conservative grammar – one which won’t even generate long-distance movement. As children gain 
experience with less frequent extraction paths, they will acquire knowledge of these exceptions to 
islandhood5. An innate hypothesis makes a slightly different empirical prediction: infants acquire the 
syntax of wh- movement and island constraints, and apply this knowledge when they can recognize that 
it’s appropriate. Knowledge of island constraints isn’t linked to input frequency, but instead is best 
explained by syntactic competency. Syntactic competency is of course influenced by input frequency: 
children tend to acquire infrequent syntax (e.g., passives) later than more frequent syntax, but input 
frequency won’t be the best predictor of their behavior. 

The model leaves open the alternative that young learners aren’t conservative at all.6 Such un-
conservative learners understand that wh- movement involves a gap and a landing site, and that it’s 
constrained somehow, but they make no commitments about which environments will be islands. These 
learners will anticipate a larger variety of extraction pathways than are actually attested, and will learn 
which structures are islands by way of indirect negative evidence. Unlike conservative learners, un-
conservative learners don’t have to learn that wh- movement is unbounded – they already expect to 
observe long-distance wh- movement. However, the immature grammar will over-generate, and these 
children might accept sentences containing extraction from islands, where adults would reject them. 
This kind of un-conservative learner is assumed to be the alternative to the hypothesis that children 
have innate knowledge of island constraints by empirical studies on the acquisition of islands7. 

Now that this learning process has been reframed as a process which unfolds over time, it’s natural to 
ask when the ‘developing’ ends: when do children acquire adult-like knowledge of islands? The Pearl & 
Sprouse, (2013) learning proposal doesn’t make explicit predictions about when this should be. 

                                                           
4 Decreasing the non-zero probability of an unobserved trigram sequence from .05 to .00005, for example, would 
better approximate such a learner. 
5 The strongest version of this hypothesis predicts that children have the ability to learn that any extraction path 
isn’t an island, provided they get enough exposure to that extraction path. This outcome is impossible under a 1-
Step hypothesis. 
6 Unobserved trigrams must have non-zero probabilities, otherwise a sentence containing a previously unobserved 
trigram would have a probability of 0. Unobserved trigrams are given a modest probability of .05, which could be 
taken as an implicit commitment to an un-conservative learner. 
7 See Valian, (1990) for an in depth discussion on the difficulties of learning from indirect negative evidence. 
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Empirical evidence suggests that it’s at or before 4 years-old – but if it’s younger than 4, then it’s unclear 
when. I argue that an immature knowledge stage can be empirically identified, with the right kind of 
test. In the following section, I review the literature on acquisition of island constraints. I will argue that 
a lack of appropriate syntactic controls, and a failure to properly motivate the wh- question by 
introducing alternatives make these studies difficult to interpret. I then propose solutions to these 
problems (adapted from Fetters & Lidz, 2016) used by the current experiment. 

Acquisition of island constraints 
To test for knowledge of island constraints in children, the most popular method is to measure 
children’s responses to carefully built wh- questions (Otsu, 1981, de Villiers & Roeper, 1996). Question-
after-story tasks work well for several reasons. One, wh- questions are a common instance of A-bar 
movement in speech to children (e.g., Newport et al., 1977), and have received some attention in 
comprehension and production studies. Two, these wh- questions allow researchers to probe children’s 
linguistic representations indirectly by observing how they answer the question. Children struggle to 
comply with the more direct measures used in adult psycholinguistics, like acceptability judgment 
requests, and plus they can’t read, so acquisitionists rely heavily on even more indirect measures. For an 
example of how this could work, consider the wh- question in (8) (Omaki et al., 2014), which is 
structurally ambiguous: where could be associated with the matrix VP, or the embedded VP.  

10. Where did Suzzie tell someone that she was catching butterflies? (Omaki et al., 2014) 

If we ask a child (10), and they answer with the location of telling, we can infer that they associated 
where with the matrix VP when they interpreted (10). Alternatively, if they answered (10) with the 
location of catching, they must have associated where with the embedded VP. This is how wh- questions 
are used to indirectly probe syntactic representation. 

The Question-after-story tasks which are designed to test constraints on A-bar movement use wh- 
questions which are unambiguous in the adult grammar (unlike (10)). At the same time, these wh- 
questions are ambiguous to a creature who doesn’t respect locality constraints on movement. For 
example, in a study testing for knowledge of complex-NP islands (Ross, 1967) in 5 year-olds, children 
were told illustrated stories like (11) and answered follow-up wh- questions like (12) (de Villiers & 
Roeper, 1995).  

11. These little girls really wanted to go on a trip on their bikes, but the older girls didn’t want them 
to come. This little girl found a note in the trash about a plan the big girls had to leave for the 
beach early in the morning! So the little girls got up really early and surprised them! 

12. Where did they discover [the plan to ride]? 
Answer: in the trash/*to the beach 

Answering (12) with in the trash indicates that the child associated where with the matrix VP. On the 
other hand, answering (12) with to the beach indicates that the child associated where with the 
embedded VP, and therefore violated the complex-NP island constraint. If children as a group answer 
(12) with in the trash, but never with to the beach, it would be tempting to conclude that their behavior 
was driven by knowledge of locality constraints, but this would be a mistake. 
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Under the hypothesis that children don’t respect locality constraints, (12) is ambiguous. The problem is 
that speakers only assign one interpretation to the string – even when it’s ambiguous – which we’ll call 
their preferred interpretation. Speakers often don’t even notice there is another possible interpretation 
for the same string. Their preference can be modulated by many factors (e.g., frequency distributions, 
real world knowledge, etc.), but there is no way to be absolutely certain which interpretation speakers 
will prefer without actually running an experiment. In other words, children could consistently associate 
where with the matrix VP without having any knowledge of locality constraints. It’s possible that, as far 
as their grammar is concerned, (12) is ambiguous, but they have some independent, pragmatically-
driven preference to associate where with the matrix VP. In fact, 4 year-olds’ answers to ambiguous wh- 
adjunct questions like (12) change depending on what they have determined the purpose of the 
question to be (Omaki, 2010). Although children are highly sensitive to pragmatics, it’s not always clear 
before an experiment is run how they will interpret the pragmatics of the task, particularly because their 
pragmatic knowledge develops in unexpected ways. Making use of attitude verbs – the precise kinds of 
verbs which embed the structures required for testing knowledge of long-distance movement – 
introduce more problems than they solve. 

de Villiers & Roeper, (1995) find that 5 year-olds do prefer to associate where with the matrix VP in wh- 
questions like (12). In an attempt to eliminate non-syntactic explanations for this behavior, they 
establish that the same children who allow co-reference interpretations (long-distance syntactic binding 
relations) into complex-NP islands (14) given a set-up like (13) also appear to respect locality constraints 
in (12).  

13. Now we have Ernie and Big Bird. And a feather! Show me what happens when I say: 
14. Big Bird overheard a plan to tickle him. Who got tickled? (Child must point to a toy) 

Co-reference: him refers to Big Bird, so Big Bird got tickled. 
Free reference: him refers to Ernie, so Ernie got tickled.  

They argue that children who allow co-reference interpretations into islands must know that the 
pronoun is syntactically bound by an antecedent outside of the island, which demonstrates that they are 
capable of representing long-distance syntactic relations. These same children are reluctant to form A-
bar relations into islands, which de Villiers & Roeper, (1995) argue is because they have knowledge of 
island constraints. Alternatively, this behavior could have a mundane explanation: children think that (1) 
and (14) are about Big Bird, and so they think that him refers to Big Bird. And, these children also think 
that (11) and (12) are about the moment of discovery: the climax of the story (11) is when the little girls 
discover the plan, and if children understand the story then they must be aware of this. In fact, when 
the matrix verb was swapped out for a ‘light’ verb, like make (e.g., Where did the girls make the plan to 
ride?) children’s preferences flip, and they prefer to associate where with the more embedded verb (as 
do adults (Ross, 1967)). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that children respect island 
constraints, but they’re also consistent with the alternative hypothesis that children don’t respect island 
constraints, and are responding to what they think the task is about, making these findings inconclusive. 

Carefully considering the test question reveals another problem, which is unique to experimental 
contexts. The wh- question following the story is clearly some kind of memory test. The story has the 
correct answer – the problem is that the correct answer is the only possible answer provided, and asking 
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a question when there’s only one possible answer is an odd thing to do. To accommodate this oddness, 
children are forced to imagine other possible answers and scenarios by themselves. For example, that 
the little girls looked in places other than the trash, or that they discovered things other than the plans. 
This might seem trivial for adult speakers, but 5 year-olds have been shown to struggle with imagining 
alternatives (Noveck, 2001). We cannot assume that children have the same competence as adults in 
the context of the experiment, so other possible answers must be made explicit by the context in valid 
question-after-story tasks. 

Nearly all question-after-story tasks which test for knowledge of island constraints suffer these two 
problems, illustrated above using materials from de Villiers & Roeper (1995): the wh- question only has 
one possible answer, making it odd in the context of the experiment, and there is either an 
inappropriate syntactic baseline, or it’s missing altogether. A set of experiments testing 3-5 year olds for 
knowledge of temporal adjunct islands has both problems (Goodluck et al., 1989; 1990). Short stories 
like (15), while age appropriate, are so sparse that they require children to imagine other possibilities 
accommodate the oddness of the wh- question (16).  

15. The fox ran down to the river. He ate an icecream cone. Then he whistled a tune he’d heard on 
the radio. The fox felt pretty happy.  

16. What did the fox eat before whistling? 
Answer: the icecream cone/*a tune 

Again, (16) presents an ambiguous question for children who haven’t acquired knowledge of island 
constraints: what could associate with eat in the matrix clause, or with whistle in the temporal adjunct: 
an island in the adult grammar. 3 and 4 year-olds8 tend to give matrix responses to wh- questions like 
(16) (Goodluck et al., 1990). But, is this because they have knowledge of island constraints, or because 
the pragmatics of the task is guiding them to think that the question must be about what was eaten, 
regardless of their knowledge of island constraints? The syntactic control conditions in these 
experiments don’t provide any clarity, because the matrix verb is different in the control condition (see 
story (17) and corresponding question (18), along with story (19) and corresponding question (20)). 
Changing the stories and the verbs introduces too many differences to directly compare the conditions. 
Children in different age groups respond differently to story-question pairs like (17)-(18) and (19)-(20). 
It’s possible that these response differences between ages could reflect the development of the 
pragmatic skills needed to understand what kinds of speech acts are associated with questions using the 
verb ask. 

17. The elephant liked to work. She asked the tiger: “Shall I help the horse carry those boxes?” The 
tiger said “Yes!”, so the elephant helped the horse. The elephant was tired at the end of it all. 

18. Who did the elephant ask before helping? 
Answer: the tiger/*the horse 
 

                                                           
8 In a previous version of the study, 4 year-olds prefer to answer with the patient of the verb contained by the 
temporal adjunct (e.g., The fox whistled a tune), which the authors attribute to pragmatic biases introduced by the 
task. 
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19. Story: The zebra was feeling happy. He just wanted to hug and kiss everyone. He asked the lion: 
“Shall we kiss the monkey?” The zebra was a kind animal. 

20. Who did the zebra ask to kiss? 
Answers: the lion/the monkey 

These problems are pervasive, and are also found in question-after-story tasks which probe for 
knowledge of wh-islands in embedded questions (de Villiers et al., 1990) and relative clauses (de Villiers 
and Roeper, 1995). In an experiment targeting the knowledge of extraction asymmetries between 
arguments and adjuncts, children prefer to associate the wh- phrase with the embedded VP more often 
when they hear truly ambiguous questions like (21), (22) and (23) than when they’re tested on wh- 
questions like (24), (25) and (26) which contain embedded wh- questions, which are islands for 
extraction. The structure corresponding to these long-distance parses is given in (b). 

21. Who did the girl ask to help? 
a. Who did the girl ask t to help? 
b. Who did the girl ask to help t? 

22. When did the boy say he hurt himself? 
a. When did the boy say t he hurt himself? 
b. When did the boy say he hurt himself t? 

23. Who did Big Bird ask how to paint? 
a. Who1 did Big Bird ask t1 [how2 to paint t2]? 
b. Who1 did Big Bird ask [how2 to paint t1 t2]? 

 
24. Who did the girl ask what to throw? 

a. Who1 did the girl ask t1 [what2 to throw t2]? 
b. *Who1 did the girl ask [what2 to throw t1 t2]? 

25. How did Kermit ask who to help? 
a. How1 did Kermit ask t1 [who2 to help t2]? 
b. *How1 did Kermit ask [who2 to help t2 t1]? 

26. When did the boy know how he hurt himself? 
a. When1 did the boy know t1 [how2 he hurt himself t2]? 
b. *When1 did the boy know [how2 he hurt himself t2 t1]? 

Again, the question is whether this behavior is driven by knowledge of island constraints, or other 
factors. Given (21), it’s hard to imagine a story where the asking part is more interesting than the 
helping part – after all, helping comes in a time of need – which could explain children’s long-distance 
response preferences. On the other hand, (24-26) seem to work against the long-distance response. In 
(24), for a child whose grammar treats this string as ambiguous, the island-violating parse (b), requires a 
ditransitive use of throw, unlike the simpler, island-respecting parse (a). It’s possible that the pragmatics 
of the stories and wh- questions are guiding children’s behavior, instead of knowledge of island 
constraints. The stories aren’t provided in the paper, so it’s unclear whether they explicitly introduced 
other possible answers to help children accommodate the otherwise odd wh- question or not. The 
inclusion of multiple possible answers improves somewhat when testing relative clause islands (de 
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Villiers & Roeper, 1995) because multiple referents must be made salient to warrant the use of the 
relative clause (Hamburger & Crain, 1998). In story (27), two boys each drink their own milk, in their own 
unique way, which makes it natural to use a relative clause to refer to one of them in the follow-up 
question (28) (e.g., the boy who drank with a straw vs. the boy who drank straight from the carton). 

27. These two brothers went to the circus. The clown came and tickled the little boy on the nose 
with a feather. He sneezed very hard and blew the clown’s wig right off! After the circus they 
were very thirsty and they went to buy some milk. The little boy drank his milk with a straw but 
the big brother drank his milk straight from the carton. 

28. How did the boy drink who sneezed? 
Answer: with a straw/*very hard 

Here, there’s another problem: it is distinctly unnatural to ask about how someone sneezed, yet, this is 
what children who haven’t acquired knowledge of island constraints must imagine they’re being asked 
in order to demonstrate that they allow extraction from (extraposed) relative clauses. While this is 
admittedly a very small detail, the best test for island constraints is one designed to put the 
interpretation which corresponds to the island-violating parse at the forefront of children’s minds (de 
Villiers & Roeper, 1996). This way, if children resist being tempted into the island-violating parse, then 
knowledge of the island constraint is probably what’s responsible. And again, no other possible answer 
is given to sneezing very hard, but another possible answer is given for drinking: with a straw vs. from 
the carton. So there’s an asymmetry here: the wh- question is natural for children who assign a 
representation which respects island constraints, but it’s odd for children who assign an island-violating 
representation to the question. This might explain children’s behavior in the task: children who don’t 
have knowledge of island constraints appear as though they did simply because the island-violating 
representation corresponds with an odd question in the context of the experiment. 

Earlier work on the acquisition of islands uses a slightly different approach: a series of independent 
syntactic tests was developed to evaluate whether children had mastered the relevant syntax for a 
particular island (e.g., the structure of relative clauses) at a particular age (Otsu, 1981). In the island 
condition, children were told simple stories like (29) followed by complicated test questions like (30). 
Notice that other possible answers again aren’t provided, so children have to accommodate the oddness 
of (30) by imagining these possible answers themselves. 

29. Jim is catching a cat with a net. The cat is climbing up a tree with a ladder. 
30. What is Jim catching a cat that is climbing up a tree with? 

Answer: a net/*a ladder 

Performance improves with age: by the time children are 6 years-old, they prefer to associate the PP 
with the matrix clause when they hear questions like (30), and also perform well on the independent 
syntactic tests. Children younger than 6 years-old perform poorly on both tasks, and even prefer to 
associate the PP inside the relative clause at ages 3 and 4. However, this behavior is unlikely to be driven 
by immature knowledge of island constraints, because these younger children fail to demonstrate they 
have knowledge of relative clauses. Otsu, (1981) concludes that only children who had acquired the 
syntax of wh- questions, and the syntax of relative clauses, also had knowledge of island constraints, but 
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those who hadn’t acquired the syntax of relative clauses were unable to demonstrate knowledge of the 
relative clause island constraint. 

Recent work overcomes these problems by including multiple possible answers in the story to the test 
question, and a sluice condition as appropriate syntactic control, which allows the stories to be held 
constant across both the test and control conditions (Fetters & Lidz, 2016). In a question-after-story 
task, 4 year-old children watch videos of little toys acting out narrated stories like (31), and are tested on 
relative clause islands (32) and sluices (33).  

31. Daddy Turtle and Baby Turtle were out in the woods looking for food, when they spotted a big, 
yummy onion ring. Daddy Turtle and Baby Turtle were taking the onion ring home when Troll 
saw them. Troll wanted the onion ring for himself, so he started to chase Daddy Turtle and Baby 
Turtle. Daddy Turtle and Baby Turtle carried the onion ring back to their turtle home, but they 
needed to hide it from Troll! “I think I know how to cover the onion ring,” said Baby Turtle, and 
he went to grab a leaf. He was about to cover the onion ring with the leaf, but it kept blowing 
away! Just then, Crab came by and said, “Troll is coming for you, let me throw you into your 
home so he can’t find you!” Crab got his catapult and threw Baby Turtle back into the turtle 
home. “I think I know how to cover the onion ring,” said Daddy Turtle, and he got a blanket. 
Daddy Turtle covered the onion ring with the blanket so Troll couldn’t see it. “Let me throw you 
into your home so Troll doesn’t find you,” said Crab, and Crab got a big spoon and threw Daddy 
Turtle back into the Turtle home. Troll came by and couldn’t find the onion ring, so he left. The 
Turtles got to eat the onion ring for dinner! 
 

32. Can you tell me what Crab threw [the turtle that covered the onion ring] with? 
Answer(s): *the blanket, the spoon 
 

33. Crab threw the turtle that covered the onion ring with something. Can you tell me what? 
Answer(s): the blanket, the spoon 

Again, the hypothesis that 4 year-olds haven’t acquired relative clause islands predicts that (32) is 
ambiguous. In the story, Daddy Turtle is the turtle who covered the onion ring, and he did so by using a 
blanket. A child who hasn’t acquired relative clause islands would be accurate if they answered the 
blanket, but inaccurate if they answered with the other possible answer given the story: the leaf, which 
was almost used to cover the onion ring. But, either response would reveal immature knowledge of 
relative clause islands. 

Conversely, if children who haven’t acquired relative clause islands think that the question is asking 
them about what Crab used to throw Daddy Turtle (a.k.a., the turtle who covered the onion ring), they 
could accurately answer the spoon, or inaccurately answer the alternative the catapult, which was used 
to launch baby turtle, not Daddy Turtle. Indeed, when asked questions like (32), 4 year-olds prefer to 
answer with an instrument of throwing. Children’s responses to the sluice (33) clarify that the syntax is 
likely driving their response preferences to (32). Unlike (32), (33) is truly ambiguous in the adult 
grammar, despite having a nearly identical structure to (32). Given the same stories, children prefer to 
answer sluices like (33) with the blanket/a leaf, which indicates that they think they’re being asked 
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about the covering part of the story, not the throwing part. Since the only difference between the two 
conditions is the presence of an island in (32), but not (33), Fetters & Lidz, (2016) conclude that their 
behavior is driven by knowledge of relative clause island constraints.9 

A critical review of these experiments reveals what a valid question-after-story task testing for 
knowledge of islands must have: at least two possible answers to the test wh- question, and an 
appropriate syntactic control. In the following section, I explain how the current experiment 
accommodates this checklist while getting more baby-friendly at the same time. 

Question-After-Story Task 
This experiment challenges the previously established upper-bound on this knowledge – 4 years-old – 
for the development of locality constraints by demonstrating that 3 year-olds have knowledge of these 
constraints. This experiment takes advantage of what we know from research on syntactic development 
in infancy. For example, infants’ knowledge of A-bar movement has been tested using monoclausal10, 
wh- argument questions, so we make use of the same kinds of sentences in our experiment (Seidl et al., 
2003, Gagliardi et al., 2017, Perkins & Lidz, 2019, Perkins, 2019). This way, we ensure that our materials 
are suitable for young children (and infants, with some minor tweaking) which allows us to test younger 
learners than before. 

I follow previous work in using a question-after-story task in which the test question is unambiguous for 
speakers who have acquired knowledge of island constraints, but ambiguous for those who haven’t. We 
take advantage of simple ‘telescope ambiguities’ to package a small, simple island into a monoclausal 
question which is suitable for testing very young learners. For example, the string Mariam hugged the 
bear with the blanket is at least two-ways ambiguous11: under one interpretation, the bear is holding 
onto the blanket (we’ll call this the adjectival interpretation). Under the other interpretation, Mariam is 
using the blanket as an instrument to hug the bear (we’ll call this the adverbial interpretation). 

However, when the object of the preposition is fronted to form a wh- question (e.g., Which blanket did 
Mariam hug the bear with?) only the adverbial interpretation remains. Speakers understand this 
question to be asking about which blanket was used as an instrument by Mariam during the hugging. To 
get the adjectival interpretation, with the blanket must be adjoined to NP, which creates a small island 

                                                           
9 It’s possible that children prefer the more embedded response in the sluice condition because they heard it more 
recently than the matrix clause, and not because the instrument of covering is more salient in the story. 
Regardless, children also hear the embedded clause after the matrix clause in the test condition, but prefer matrix 
responses, which supports the hypothesis that their responses in the test condition are driven by their knowledge 
of syntax. 
10 Notice that children who don’t represent wh- movement across clause boundaries would exhibit adult-like 
behavior if tested on their willingness to extract from an island. This could be because they have not acquired 
adult-like knowledge of wh- movement (they have more conservative grammars than adults) or because of parsing 
limitations imposed by their developing parser. This confound can be avoided by independently establishing the 
youngest age that children can parse wh- movement across clause boundaries. 
11 There is at least one other interpretation in which the bear and the blanket are a pair together. This becomes 
more clear in contexts where the meanings of the two NPs are more similar (e.g., Mariam was happy when she 
saw the bear with the bunny. Their unlikely friendship inspired her.) However, given the highly constrained context 
of the experiment, this interpretation is irrelevant. 
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for extraction. The adjectival interpretation survives sluicing (e.g., Mariam hugged a bear with 
something. What was it?) which we take as a diagnostic for islandhood (e.g., Ross 1969). So, the 
adjectival interpretation isn’t available for the wh- question Which blanket did Mariam hug the bear 
with? because it is blocked by knowledge of locality constraints, such as island constraints. 

If a wh- question like, Which blanket did she hug the bear with? is asked given a situation where there 
are two blankets – one held by the bear, and one used by Mariam to hug the bear – both interpretations 
of the wh- question are supported by the context, even though only one is possible in the adult 
grammar. Furthermore, the second blanket provides another possible answer to the wh- question. As a 
syntactic control, children see the same context but hear a truly ambiguous question: e.g., She hugged 
the bear with the blanket. Which blanket was it?12 If children choose the blanket held by the bear in 
response to the ambiguous question, this indicates that the context supports this interpretation. This is 
important because this interpretation corresponds to the island-violating interpretation in the island 
condition. If children also consistently choose the blanket used as an instrument when asked questions 
like, Which blanket did she hug the bear with?, then we can conclude that their behavior is driven by 
knowledge of island constraints. 

Note that definiteness plays a role in the acceptability of extraction from NPs. For example, sentences 
like Who did she find the picture of? are degraded compared to sentences like Who did she find a picture 
of? Extraction from a definite NP is worse than extraction from its indefinite counterpart. Definite DPs 
were used in the current experiment to first establish whether children are sensitive to locality 
constraints, before testing whether they are sensitive to the effects definiteness on extraction from DPs, 
which is left to future work. In the following sections, I explain in detail how the experiment provides an 
appropriate test of island constraints for young children. 

Materials 
Each trial had a tightly controlled structure, designed to make the blanket held by the bear as salient as 
possible, to balance out the natural salience of the blanket used as an instrument (Figure 3). The only 
differences between trials were the types of objects used (bears, blankets, or books), the colors of those 
objects (red, yellow, or blue), and the verbs (hold, hug, touch, pick, move and grab) along with their 
corresponding events. The trial illustrated in Figure 3 features a blue blanket, a yellow blanket, hug and 
a hugging. 

                                                           
12 This wh- cleft was used instead of a sluice because it was found to be more natural in the experiment, but still 
preserves much of the syntax of the test question. 
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Figure 3. The storyboard of a sample Familiarization video. (a) This greeting serves to remind children that the 
video is about the bears, and bring children’s attention back to the screen at the beginning of the trial. (b) The 
woman reaches across and tugs gently at the blanket that the bear is holding, while the narrator repeats its label 
(e.g., yellow blanket) to make sure that children have a chance to hear what that object is called, and to recognize 
the blankets as blankets, etc. Without this explicit linguistic labelling routine, even adults find it impossible to 
remember which blanket was used for what purpose once the test phase of the experiment begins (c) She 
withdraws her hand back to her own blanket, wiggling it while the narrator labels it in the same way. (d) This warns 
children to be on the look-out for a hugging. (e-f) the other two bears are rejected, one by one. This makes it 
particularly salient that she’s after the bear who’s holding an object. The presence of the other two bears, and the 
fact that one can be uniquely identified by being a blanket-holder, makes it appropriate to use a PP modifier to 
point to a particular bear during test. Critically, this gives supports the island-violating interpretation of the test 
question in the island condition (g) she finally gives a little one-handed hug to this lucky bear by using the blanket 
that she’s holding. (h) She returns her hands to their starting position, children are re-assured that what they 
witnessed was the hugging that was promised earlier, and the familiarization video ends. 

At the end of the familiarization video, children see 2 seconds of black screen, after which they hear the 
test question. In the island condition, children heard a test question like (32), and in the control 
condition, children heard a test question like (33). (33) is truly ambiguous, but maintains as much of the 
syntax and word order of (32) as possible without containing an island. 

34. Which blanket did she hug the bear with? 
35. She hugged the bear with the blanket. Which blanket was it? 

The video narration was recorded using child-directed speech. The pause between the verb and its 
direct object was altered to keep the duration consistent across both conditions, so as not to bias 
children toward any interpretation in the control condition. In order to see what children found salient 
about the experiment given only the familiarization video, it was essential to keep the test question in 
the control condition as ‘ambiguous’ as possible. Otherwise, the control condition wouldn’t be a 
measure of what was made salient in the story, but instead a measure of children’s sensitivity to the 
prosody of ambiguous sentences. At the offset of the test question, an image of each object that was 
used during familiarization appears on opposite sides of the screen, remaining there for 3 seconds. After 
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1 second of black screen, the next familiarization video begins automatically. 

Each child saw all 6 video trials (one for each verb). The same three bears participated in each trial, so 
each bear got to hold an object twice throughout the experiment. The test question in each condition is 
about the objects, not the bears, so keeping the bears the same across trials was consistent with that 
focus. Every pair of objects (flowers, blankets and books) was repeated twice (e.g., both move and grab 
trials featured the same two books as objects). The color of the object used as the instrument was 
counter-balanced as a between subjects factor.13 The order of the trials was reversed to create a second 
order of trial presentation, making 4 orders per syntactic condition (island vs. control), or 8 in total.  

We used blankets, books, flowers and bears because these are familiar words and toys for 30 month-old 
infants (Frank et al., 2016), and these objects make clumsy, unusual instruments. The idea was to 
“boost” the adjectival interpretation, which again, corresponds to the island-violating parse in the island 
condition. Adult speakers prefer to interpret PPs headed by with as instruments at much lower rates for 
the verbs included in this study compared to other transitive verbs (e.g., hit) (Trueswell and Snedeker, 
2004). The two object tokens in each pair differed along the shape and color dimensions, to help 
children easily distinguish them, and remember them more accurately. 

Procedure 
All testing was done at local pre-schools by the author. In a quiet room, children sat next to the 
experimenter who introduced them to the task with an explanation like (34). 

36. “Hello! Today, I have some special videos for you. They’re videos about these three bears 
[gestures at bears on the screen]. Aren’t they cute? Okay, so…you’re going to watch some 
videos, and at the end of each video, there’ll be a question. Your job is to point to your answer 
to the question on the screen – like this! [points at screen]. Are you ready to give it a try? Yeah, 
let’s do it!” 

Children found the task very easy. If they hesitated after the test question, which only ever happened on 
the first trial, the experimenter paused the video to allow the child to make their choice before the next 
trial started. The experimenter looked toward the child during the test trial to avoid giving them 
accidental looking cues by staring at the laptop screen, which was placed in front of the child. After the 
child chose an object, the experimenter recorded their response with pen and paper. Most children 
responded by pointing at an object on the screen, but some preferred to yell it out (e.g., “Yellow!” or 
“Blue book!”). Each session was video recorded using the test laptop, or a separate video camera. 

Predictions 
This study tests the following two hypotheses: 3 year-old children have mature knowledge of island 
constraints, or they do not. The independent variable is islandhood: the island condition contains an 
island, and the control condition doesn’t. The dependent variable is children’s responses to (37) and 
(38). 

37. Which blanket did she hug the bear with? 

                                                           
13 Adult piloting showed that changing the color within subjects made it impossible to remember which was which. 
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38. She hugged the bear with the blanket. Which blanket was it? 

If 3 year-olds don’t have mature knowledge of island constraints, then they will behave the same 
regardless of syntactic condition: both (37) and (38) are ambiguous, so their answers to these questions 
will be largely determined by what they think the questions are asking, or what they understand the 
point of the task to be. 

If 3 year-olds have mature knowledge of island constraints, then they will prefer to choose the blanket 
used as an instrument during the video in the island condition (37). The experiment makes it possible to 
eliminate alternative explanations for this behavior by including a syntactic control in which children see 
the same videos, but instead hear a highly similar, but truly ambiguous question at test. If children 
behave differently in the control condition than in the test condition, this experiment allows us to 
conclude that children have mature knowledge of island constraints. 

Participants 
24 children participated in this study. 2 were excluded for being too old, yielding a sample of 22 children 
(target n=32 children, mean: 3;7;23 years-old; age range: 2;8;6 to 4;2;25 years-old). 

Results 
Children in the island condition chose the blanket used as an instrument significantly more than children 
in the control condition (t(20) = -2.42, p = .017) (Figure 4). An individual response was obtained for each 
child by averaging their responses in every trial. Individual responses were averaged to generate one 
average preference score, plotted in Figure 4 as the proportion of all responses which were points 
toward the object used as an instrument.  
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Figure 4. Average preference score for the object which was used as an instrument during the video in each 
condition. Preference score is calculated as the average proportion of the total responses for each syntactic 
condition. 

This behavior pattern is best explained by the hypothesis that children have acquired knowledge of 
island constraints, because the presence of an island is the only difference between the two conditions. 
Behavior in the control condition indicates that the test question allowed for children to answer with 
the blanket held by the bear, which confirms that it’s an appropriate comparison for behavior in the 
island condition. 

Priliminary results from 4 adult speakers (2 in each syntactic condition) suggests that adult speakers 
behave as expected: adults chose the instrument 100% of trials in the island condition, compared to 
only 9% of trials in the control condition. Adult participants received the same materials and task 
introduction as the 3 year-olds, and were undergraduate students at the University of Maryland. 

Plotting the individual child responses reveals that most of the individual children in the island condition 
prefer to choose the blanket used as an instrument (at least 4 out of 6 trials). In the control condition, 
however, children’s behavior either reveals no preference, or a preference for the blanket held by the 
bear (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Boxplot of the average preference score for the object which was used as an instrument during the video 
in each condition. Preference score is calculated as the average proportion of the total responses for each syntactic 
condition. 

A learning hypothesis for island constraints (e.g., Pearl & Sprouse, 2013) predicts that children’s 
performance will improve as they get older. A 2 (Syntax: island versus control) by 2 (Age: younger versus 
older) between-subjects ANOVA reveals that performance doesn’t improve as a function of age. The 
main effect of syntax on responses was significant, F = 4.46, p = .04. The main effect of age group on 
response wasn’t significant F = 2.83, p = .10, and there is no interaction (F = .18, p = .66) (Figure 6) and 
(Figure 7).14 

                                                           
14 A reviewer suggested that children prefer to choose the object used as an instrument more in the island 
condition than the control condition simply because the last word they heard was with in the island condition, 
unlike in the control condition. Dividing children by age reveals that the results are inconsistent with this 
hypothesis. An overall preference for the object used in as an instrument observed in the older children in both 
conditions, which indicates that children aren’t relying on such superficial information to make their choice at test. 
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Figure 6. The average preference score for the object which was used as an instrument during the video in each 
condition, as a function of age. Age groups were established using a median split. Preference score is calculated as 
the average proportion of the total responses for each syntactic condition. 
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Figure 7. The average preference score for the object which was used as an instrument during the video in each 
condition, as a function of age. Each point represents an individual child. 

Discussion 
In the current experiment, we developed a question-after-story task suitable for testing younger 
children for knowledge of islands by including an appropriate syntactic control, and explicitly introducing 
multiple possible answers to the wh- question. Previous studies lack these features, making their results 
difficult to interpret. Our design allows us to conclude that 3 year-olds have knowledge of locality 
constraints on movement. This result pushes the upper-bound on the acquisition of island constraints to 
a younger age than before, suggesting that at least part of the empirical gap in the literature is 
accidental, and not indicative of a developmental delay. 

In their learning model, Pearl and Sprouse, (2013) estimate a learning period of about 3 years-worth of 
wh- questions. Given the current results, this is likely to be an over-estimate. However, it’s unclear how 
important the amount of data is to the success of their learning algorithm (this is empirically testable). 
The results of the current experiment make a modest contribution by providing an empirically 
supported constraint on learning models of islands. Learning models of islands must not assume 
linguistic knowledge or cognitive resources which aren’t available to children younger than 3 years-old, 
and must estimate the amount and complexity of input based on the experience of children younger 
than 3 years-old. If it becomes impossible for learning models to succeed under these conditions, then 
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the plausibility of learning proposals for island constraints must be re-evaluated. 

The results of one experiment are insufficient to adjudicate between innate and learning proposals for 
the acquisition of islands. Current research adapts this experiment for infants, to probe for knowledge of 
island constraints in even younger learners.15 Learning proposals for islands in which children acquire 
knowledge of islands from the distribution of wh- movement in their language predict that there will be 
some age (younger than 3 years-old) at which children have immature knowledge of islands. Innate 
proposals predict that there doesn’t exist an age at which children have knowledge of A-bar movement, 
without knowledge of island constraints. It’s worth noting that learning proposals in which children 
jointly infer islands and A-bar movement make the same empirical prediction as innate proposals, in this 
case. If the empirical gap is eliminated entirely, further steps will have to be taken distinguish between 
these two very different explanations for knowledge of island constraints in very young learners. 

Conclusion 
Locality constraints on movement impose structure-based limitations on abstract syntactic relations. 
The complexity of the constraints relative to the input make them an excellent candidate for innate 
linguistic knowledge (Chomsky, 1977), and has inspired exploration on the role of the input in the 
acquisition process (Pearl & Sprouse, 2013). The current experiment demonstrates that 3 year-olds 
already have knowledge of these constraints, a younger age than previously attested in the literature 
(Fetters & Lidz, 2016, de Villiers et al., 1990, Goodluck et al., 1990, de Villiers & Roeper, 1995; 1995). It’s 
still unknown whether children younger than 3 years-old have knowledge of island constraints or not. I 
argue that determining the youngest age at which children have knowledge of island constraints will 
illuminate the role of the input in models of the acquisition of locality constraints on movement. If very 
young learners have knowledge of locality constraints, and there exists no age at which knowledge of 
these constraints is immature, then the role of the input is likely to be quite small, making learning 
proposals for islands less plausible explanations than innate proposals. This research takes a small step 
toward an empirically supported theory of the acquisition of island constraints. 
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